
I totally OBJECT to all of the totally unnecessary Transmission Line Interconnectors, REZ areas & all 
RenewaBULL infrastructure as it is an unconscionable waste of public funds for the most illogical & 
harmful Fake Green, imaginary power delusion that could ever be orchestrated & forced on the 
Australian public against their will & for no benefit whatsoever!  
 
 
These obnoxious, intrusive, anti-Australian plans have no environmental or public benefits 
whatsoever & have neglected to accurately address all of the following:-  
 **Food Security + Australian Energy Security = National Security 
**Australian Independent Energy = Coal, Gas & a clean, safe, Nuclear SMR Power future.  
**Which companies involved & all of their Solar/Wind/BESS connections are subject to the CCP’s 
National Intelligence Law? 
**Public Health & Safety Risks - Electrical Force/Electromagnetic Radiation, Soil/Food/Water 
Contamination, Energy Deprivation. 
**Proper Research Needed - No Scientific Rigour. 
** Engineering Facts Have Been Ignored. 
**Connecting Subsidised, Mandated Weather Dependent - Intermittent Solar/Wind to the Grid is 
the Worst Policy Failure in History. 
**Fake Green - Not Clean & Green or Sustainable at all - as the Full Lifecycle of Solar/Wind/BESS has 
to be accounted for. 
At least 1,000% more Mining + intensive energy & toxic pollution during processing. 
**Power Sources Needed in major City areas instead - avoiding long distance transmission loss, 
ruination of rural Australia & harming Agricultural productivity. 
**Unconscionable scale of Industrialised Solar/Wind land mass required. 
Michael Shellenberger says it's approx 300-800 times more land required for Solar/Wind than for far 
superior conventional power generation. 
**Massive Toxic Waste Burden being intentionally created for future generations that will NEVER be 
economically viable to recycle - if ever even possible. 
**Energy Security risks from inferior, unreliable, weather dependent, Dunkelflaute based 
Solar/Wind which will NEVER be base-load power available on demand. 
**Economic Suicide - Skyrocketing Energy Prices = Cost of Living Crisis. The more Mandated, 
Subsidised Solar & Wind in the system = the Higher the Prices. 
**National Security Risks - we need to rely on our own AUSTRALIAN Energy Sources rather than our 
Most Hostlie Enemy - the CCP. 
**Fake Green Wokeness = Weakness 
**Unethical Slave Labour Supply Chain Reliance - Solar’s cruelly tortured Xinjiang Uyghurs & Cobalt 
for Wind Turbines + Batteries reliant on shocking treatment of the Congolese - with Child Labour - 
children as young as 6 years old forced to mine toxic cobalt in the Congo with their bare hands! 
**No Social Licence - Failed Consultation process by the NSW Government, dodgy developers, 
politicised AEMO & self benefiting TransGrid. 
**Immediate Moratorium & Independent Federal Inquiry Needed. 
 
No matter what alternative Transmission Line routes are considered or whether underground, none 
of that stops the subsidy hungry, off-shore, Solar/Wind/BESS environmental vandals from their 
relentless ruination & ugly eyesores, the unconscionable, intentional environmental destruction & 
inevitable contamination risks  now cursing rural Australia - our communities, our limited - 
irreplaceable - life sustaining food resource land & vital water sources - in the disingenuous name of 
renewaBULL energy! 
No amount of Fake Green bribery-like hosting dollars will ever cover the multitude of sins this 
disastrous plan will unleash on our precious country!  
 



Politicians, scientists & media - including the unbalanced, biased public broadcaster - are pushing 
ideologically driven, climate related falsehoods into the popular perspective - with lobbyists 
deceivingly twisting the narrative to suit Solar/Wind industry’s greedy profiteering - convincing many 
that CO2 - a gas necessary for life on earth - which we exhale with every breathe - is an 
environmental poison & their Fake Green electronic garbage is laughably the cure! 
The usual vested interest culprits are in overdrive - spreading their grossly irresponsible, delusional 
propaganda - disgracefully claiming communities will be enabled to thrive. How, I do not know, as it 
has already extensively vandalised the landscape, ecological habitat & productive food producing 
land - devastating numerous areas such the Riverina, Moyne Shire in Vic, Yass Valley, Nth Qld & 
worst of all the Orana Central West REZ - where the objecting community are typically being unjustly 
mistreated & ignored. 
NSW REZ plans have already all proven an absolute disaster - with extensive ruination already 
occurring & planned, with irresponsible cumulative impact in the Central West, New England, SW 
REZ & numerous other areas - including Yass Valley & Bomen, Wagga Wagga, etc. 
Whilst acknowledging truthfully that projects will cost billions of dollars, they baselessly & falsely 
claim the benefits now & in the future are many multiples of the outlay!  
How could that possibly be true, when the practical reality proves the complete reverse - showing 
that this is just another ideological delusion based on  ‘garbage in garbage out’ modelling theory 
which has translated into a practical horror show! 
 
 
Whilst construction may include “thousands of jobs in the regions during construction, jobs are 
basically non-existent afterwards, ruin numerous, long term job opportunities from reliable & 
proven Agricultural industries & in no way will we ever finally have the reliable power needed from 
weather dependant Solar/Wind generation & incapable Battery storage. 
 
 
We have not seen any thorough engagement with all stakeholders by NSW DPIE/DPE,  Developers, 
TransGrid or AEMO at all. Rather, they have deserted logical reality for money & have become 
politicised & don’t even bother turning up for consultations & Solar/Wind/BESS developers & 
TransGrid have long proven to be intimidating bullies with selfish, greedy intentions & no 
consideration of rural landholders/communities or Australia’s environment at all! 
Detrimentally impacted communities cursed by mass electrification are being subjected to extremely 
serious Public Health & Safety Risks, extensive environmental destructive, contamination, glaring, 
toxic Solar Electricity Generating Works, toxic Bisphenol A shedding Wind Turbine monstrosities & 
Filthy, toxic BESS - that the Fake Green policy makers,  planners & approving bodies deceitfully 
pretend are made out of kale & carrots! 
 
 
All rural communities have been mistreated & ignored - constantly denied a just process & 
respectable consultation, with no transparency, no consumer benefits, no social licence - replaced 
instead by bullying, intimidation, secrecy, dodgy deals & rip-off electricity prices as the norm. 
 
 
Whilst it’s glaringly obvious that Electricity Networks & Solar/Wind/BESS developers present their 
most unwelcome, extremely damaging, Public Health & Safety disasters plan for their own financial 
benefit - blighting  our treasured landscape with their ugly, unhealthy, unnecessary towers - some 
positioned so cruelly - in close proximity to family homes, this is in addition to atrocious 
multiplication & incorporation of far more unethical, unhealthy, destructive & harmful, Slave Labour 
based, CCP benefiting Solar, Wind & BESS electronic garbage. 



 
 
Recently, Cheung Kong spin-off/part owner of TransGrid - Spark Infrastructure Spark Renewables' 
Will Stone spoke on ABC Riverina (30th March 2023) - talking up their ghastly 2.5 GW Dinawan Hub 
plans in the SW REZ - Wind/Solar Electricity Generating Works + BESS - strategically positioned to 
connect with their ElectraNet CCP buddies - the State Grid Corporation of China - 46.56% CCP owned 
Project Energy Connect. 
Spark Infrastructure’s Will Stone outrageously stated that this will be equivalent to one of the big 
Coal Fired Power Stations on the East Coast of NSW - like Liddell!  
This is absolutely false! 
What about the weather? Next Dunkelflaute - what then? 
Will developers, Network companies & AEMO be responsible & held accountable when vulnerable 
Australians die of hyperthermia due to the unreliable, unaffordable, weather dependant, imaginary 
power plans they are propagating & forcing on us without our consent? 
It will be a very grim, costly & dark future indeed, should they continue to get away with their 
DECEITFUL, FAKE GREEN, CCP RELIANT, IMAGINARY POWER LUNACY! 
 
 
After 4 years of being tortured by the phony claims & practical reality disasters of the large-scale 
Solar/Wind/BESS & Transmission nightmare, it is absolutely clear that this is the ANTITHESIS OF 
CARING FOR COUNTRY & ALL ABOUT THE FAKE GREEN SOLAR/WIND GRIFT & PONZI 
SCHEME/SCAM  ripping off Australians to benefit the wealthy, woke investors, colluding corporates, 
the hostile CCP & controlling WEF global elite with their dodgy ESG stitch up! 
 
 
Solar, Wind & BESS developers have a proven litany of failures - including their off-shore shell 
companies, on-sold/badly managed, extremely problematic projects, non-compliance, non-existent 
consultation process & no social licence regarding their ghastly, contaminating Solar/Wind Electricity 
Generating Works & filthy, toxic, fire inferno risking, incapable Battery Energy Storage Systems - at 
outrageous cost to the public - including Edify’s Unethical, Insecure Tesla Darlington Point NSW 
Battery Energy Storage System - with an initial $100 Million for 100 MW announcement - that’s $1 
Million for 1 MW - which is the total opposite of the Government’s “clean, cheap energy” claims & 
so typical of THE MOST REPREHENSIBLE FAKE GREEN SOLAR/WIND GRIFT & PONZI SCHEME THAT IS 
ALL BASED ON LIES! 
Clearly, batteries used to store power are severely restricted by current technology. In spite of the 
evidence Governments, Energy Security Board, AEMO, AER & AEMC keep ignoring the numbers - 
prioritising the Fake Green gravy train over benefits for everyday Australians & electricity 
consumers. 
 
 
CONNECTING SUBSIDISED & MANDATED, INTERMITTENT SOLAR & WIND POWER TO THE GRID IS 
THE WORST POLICY BLUNDER IN OUR HISTORY!! 
DUNKELFLAUTES WILL 
BE POTENTIALLY CATASTROPHIC!! 
https://www.spectator.com.au/2022/11/the-voice-of-energy-realism/ 
Solar/Wind utilities cannot be maximised simutaneously & should never be interfering with our once 
reliable & efficient electricity grid. 
Any Power Generation Source That Can’t Deliver Electricity On Demand is Pointless! 
Hideous ecosystem-wrecking industrial Solar/Wind EG Works, BESS, associated infrastructure & 
invasive, unnecessary multiplication of Transmission Lines for such a costly, contaminating & 
wasteful form of electricity generation is illogical lunacy! 

https://www.spectator.com.au/2022/11/the-voice-of-energy-realism/


 
 
The essential consideration for & accounting of the full life-cycle of these Transmission & REZ  plans 
have been omitted - as AusNet, AEMO & the Victorian & Federal Government pretend that Fake 
Green components magically pop into existence - that Transmission Infrastructure, Solar panels, 
Wind Turbines & BESS magically pop into existence - when it is absolutely essential to make all 
emissions transparent - including from the extraction of the raw materials - extensive toxic pollution, 
intensive energy used for processing/manufacturing, potent SF6 greenhouse gas emission leakage & 
on site impacts - through to the disposal of vast amounts of toxic, clapped out Solar panels, toxic 
Turbine blades & BESS (after only 7-10 years!) 
 
 
The elite of the WEF’s globalist viper’s nest at Davos are pushing for the centralisation of power & 
wealth & decimating our liberties & privacy through their Trojan Horse - catastrophic climate 
alarmism religion. 
Greedy,  off-shore subsidy suckers are ripping off Australia, as there is absolutely nothing beneficial 
whatsoever to Local Councils, States or Australia - environmentally, economically, socially, ethically 
or for Food Security, Australian Energy Security & National Security from these destructive, 
contaminating & unreliable, weather dependent, Dunkelflaute based plans.  
 
 
It’s well past time that local Councils do their Due Diligence & recognise the Moral Hazard inflicted 
on them by Government policy makers & approving bodies - who have engaged in risky behaviour by 
ignoring & refusing to assess & scientifically determine the Public Health & Safety risks - including 
contamination - failing to act in good faith because they know the other party - rural 
Council’s/community ratepayers - bear the economic consequences of their behaviour. 
It is the unsuspecting Local Government Authority/Ratepayers who bear the damaging burdens - 
ultimately responsible/liable for any land/water contamination or pollution caused by Solar/Wind 
Electricity Generating Works (POEO Act) in their Shire. 
Likewise, all Government bodies - including Councils, have a duty not to host, procure or have a 
power purchase agreement with any Modern Slavery based Solar/Wind generation.  
 
 
Intelligent decision making - informing Council’s fiduciary duty - requires the inclusion of the total, 
long term costs from the full life-cycle of Solar/Wind/BESS - beginning with mining through to toxic 
waste - in order to accurately compare energy sources, their environmental benefit & emissions 
released.  
The whole toxic life-cycle needs to be accounted for - from the highly extractive mining industry - at 
least 1,000% more mining required, intensive energy usage, extensive toxic pollution & the most 
potent greenhouse gas emissions - such as SF6 - 23,500 times more warming than CO2 - remaining in 
the atmosphere for more than 1,000 years - leaking from Solar manufacturing, Wind Turbines, ever 
increasing switch gear, circuit breakers etc. 
 
 
It’s pretty clear, if you bombard people with propaganda ie. the adnauseam Fake Green narrative - 
it's likely people will believe it over time - despite the unproven possibilities, illogical & disastrous 
nature! 
The science is largely dismissed, and only used selectively when it suits the agenda - rather than 
informing what the actual agenda should be.  
Fake Green imaginary power lunacy is dominated by politicians & policy makers who have little or no 
technical competence at all in the field of energy engineering. 



Just like Federal Environment Minister Tanya Plibersek claiming increased renewables mean 
“CHEAPER, CLEANER ENERGY, LOWER POWER BILLS & LOWER POLLUTION” (SMH 10th April 2023,) 
these empty promises are totally false! 
In responding to forecasts of a global recession, Treasurer Jim Chalmers said “We need to make 
ourselves resilient to these shocks” (ABC 12th April 2023) - yet he is presiding over the most 
comprehensively weakening, self sabotaging, energy depriving/cost of living disaster ever! 
 
 
The public are now discovering the reality of skyrocketing electricity prices from unreliable weather 
dependent Solar/Wind - based on Dunkelflautes. 
 
 
It is totally against the best interests of all Australians to enable electricity reliance on the Chinese 
Communist party & their unethical Slave Labour supply chains. 
Transitioning to an electricity system based on CCP control & Chinese manufactured components is 
sabotaging Australia by ENABLING BEIJING TO TURN OUR LIGHTS OFF!! 
There are no safeguards in place in Australia that would prevent any of the embedded electronics in 
grid-connected Solar/Wind EG Works & BESS covertly transmitting potentially valuable information. 
 
 
Instead of chaotic & inefficient, weather reliant supply, with policies driven by socialist WEF ideology 
instead of engineering facts, Australia needs to rely solely on our own plentiful, reliable, efficient, 
affordable, secure Coal, Gas & Uranium for a clean, safe Nuclear SMR power future. 
 
 
With energy shortages, war on the horizon, skyrocketing prices, blackouts & energy deficit since the 
closure of Liddell Power Station in NSW 28th April 2023, popular presumptions underlying energy 
policy must be seriously questioned.   
 
 
The demand for ‘green’ power hurts the environment -  with an appallingly huge environmental 
footprint, only rendered worse by their ineffectiveness at meeting basic power needs. 
 
 
Inferior, intermittent, Fake Green renewaBULL energy disturbs our independent way of life, denies 
us modern conveniences, affects our security, economic prosperity, our health & wellbeing & 
destroys Intergenerational equity for future generations. 
 
 
Solar & Wind generation is material intensive & energy dilute. 
According to Michael Shellenberger  “The underlying problem with renewables is their low power 
density, which is why it takes Wind/Solar projects 300-800 times more land to generate the same 
amount of electricity as from conventional sources.” 
 
 
Claims that installing 40 (7 MW) Wind Turbine monstrosities per month until 2030 & more than 
22,000 toxic Solar Panels per day - totalling 60 Million by 2030 + tonnes of filthy, toxic BESS with 
28,000 kms of ugly, unhealthy & unnecessary Transmission Lines (totally unnecessary with 
independent Australian Coal, Gas & Nuclear SMR’s) will improve conditions, productivity, the 
environment & the planet are clearly blatantly false! 
Where is the scientific determination to prove any of these claims? 



Entombing agricultural land in Solar panels for decades has tragic practical outcomes regarding 
sterilisation of the soil & dry land salinity.  
It is well proven that ALL Solar panels are toxic - containing numerous heavy metals - including lead. 
Serious toxins leak from the join point & wiring in an undamaged Solar panel as the panel ages on 
site.  
Such heavy metals - including lead, are definitively proven to show harm to human & animal health 
& safety. 
As they degrade, if inferior, broken, storm/cyclone damaged, fractured by hail or burnt, rainwater 
washes heavy metal leachate from the panels. 
They are therefore, a looming contamination disaster for our land, our food supply, our vital water 
sources. 
It is therefore, completely irresponsible for approving bodies to trust the developer’s lies 
- claiming that following decommissioning the land will be “returned to its food resource land” 
status,  its “inherent capability“ as productive agricultural land - to ensure the continuation of 
uncontaminated grazing or future cropping activities. 
(Reference:- Oxley Bridge Rd Solar Determination - Professor Ian Plimer audio regarding Solar 
Contamination + Amended Stormwater Management Plan - including Contamination Response 
Procedure prior to Construction.) 
Not only would sheep be subject to elevated toxicity, their management would be extremely poor 
due to inaccessibility & the fact that Solar sites are left neglected & weed ridden with 
unpalatable/non-nutritious feed & also that sheep have died in Solar EG Works - caught up by their 
wool in the rotating universal joints. ( Neoen Solar - Parkes) 
Likewise, Wind Turbine blades shedding toxic Bisphenol A (lethal to young children, at least as toxic 
as blue asbestos,) are a terrifying tragedy for our life sustaining food & water supplies & for future 
generations cursed with this irresponsibly approved, environmental catastrophe! (Reference: 
Environmentally Destructive, Toxic Contaminating Wind Turbines.) 
 
 
Construction & Operational large-scale Solar/Wind EG Works & access roads have extremely 
significant impacts regarding water run-off & erosion - interfering with vegetation coverage & 
denuding the top soil. 
There are numerous, proven examples - including Wind Turbine destruction on Rye Park Range & 
Solar ruination at Bomen, Wagga Wagga (Reference: Series of Environmentally Destructive Water 
Run-Off & Erosion Damage Photos & Videos emailed separately.) 
Ignoring requirements for detailed erosion & sediment control plans are extremely foolish, when the 
damage clearly seen in other areas is also so extensive & harmful eg. Snowy 2 with sediment from 
roadworks now irresponsibly & unacceptably contaminating the Yarrangobilly River & Nungar Creek 
in the precious & pristine Kosciusko National Park. 
 
 
The detrimental impact - according to scale - of the well proven ‘Heat Island Effect’ from large-scale 
Solar EG Works to local microclimates has been intentionally dismissed, as this would have a 
significant impact on surrounding food producers - causing a rise in temperature of 3-4 degrees  - 
with consequential loss of production, exacerbating insect development & interfering with 
pollination. The extent of impact must be determined & clarified commensurate with the large-scale 
-  prior to any further Solar approvals - by reputable, peer reviewed, independent research - which is 
yet to be done by any Australian Government. 
 
 
Neither has there been any recognition of the extremely toxic & hazardous Fire/Smoke risks from 
the Fake Green Solar/Wind/BESS/Transmission nightmare - now presenting in numerous rural 



districts - with their increased Fire/Smoke hazard risks - including carcinogenic & teratogenic effects 
- which are a public health & safety risk for human beings, stock & all life forms - with irreversible 
harmful environmental impacts. 
Rural human beings, valuable stock & other creatures have been unjustly treated as unworthy of 
consideration in assessments -  as if dispensable. 
 
 
There is No Social Licence for these plans at all! Any approvals gained have been due to secrecy & 
deceit - targeting individual families to intimidate & pressure them whilst hiding the unpalatable & 
detrimental facts from the majority of the public - with no genuine community consideration, 
appropriate consultation or transparency. 
This whole disingenuous process has been unjust & absolutely hopeless, as it also has been 
elsewhere for all large-scale Solar/Wind EG Works & BESS. 
 
 
Wokeness is Weakness! 
It is Woke Nonsense to continue to peddle this Fake Green Transition/Transmission disaster, for the 
Government to waste billions of taxpayer dollars mandating subsidised unreliable energy that has 
wrecked the electricity market & has such seriously detrimental impacts for Australia - whilst 
enabling shonky, off-shore developers & transmission networks to ride roughshod over 
communities, our basic rights, common sense & unethically ignore human health & safety to ensure 
we have energy poverty. 
 
 
I DO NOT CONSENT TO MY FAMILY OR MYSELF BEING DETRIMENTALLY HARMED IN ANY WAY BY 
THESE GHASTLY, INVASIVE & HARMFUL TRANSMISSION LINE & REZ INFRASTRUCTURE PLANS OR ANY 
OTHER CONNECTED LARGE-SCALE SOLAR/WIND ELECTRICITY GENERATING WORKS, BESS & 
ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE IN NSW/AUSTRALIA - including but not limited to:- 
**Public Health & Safety Risks - Personal Discomfort & Health Impacts from Electrical Force - EMR & 
Deprivation or Contamination of Life Sustaining Food Resource Land, Food Supplies & Water 
Supplies. 
**Unplanned for, Not Even Researched & Not Appropriately Assessed, Toxic Carcinogenic & 
Teratogenic Fire/Smoke Hazard Risks. 
**Energy Deprivation - Lack of Reliable, Affordable Electricity - Resulting from Inferior, Unreliable 
Solar/Wind Generation causing Austerity, Suffering, ill Health & Loss of Basic Services. 
**Consequential Skyrocketing Electricity Prices - Causing Energy Poverty, Cost of Living Crisis, 
Hardship & Potential Death from Hyperthermia. 
**Unjust Mistreatment of Landholders & Rural Communities Forced to Endure Such Detrimental 
Plans - Causing Extreme Distress, Anxiety, Depression, Grief, Family/Social Fracturing & Loss. 
**Deprivation of Rural Outlook & Quality of Life - With Unhealthy, Distressing Noise, Infrasound & 
Visual Pollution. 
**Emotional Distress, Suffering & Hardship Caused by Government Inflicted Skyrocketing 
Energy/Cost of Living Crisis. 
**Detrimental Consequences of increased SF6 emissions. 
**Increased Economic Hardship due to Failure of Councils to do their Due Diligence, to Address 
Compliance, to be Transparent & to be Honest, to Address the Facts & Community Concerns, ie. 
Additional Council charges for Flawed Assessments & Wrong Approvals - Leading to Unplanned for 
Clean up & Remediation Costs for Abandoned, Derelict, Contaminating Solar/Wind EG Works & 
BESS. 



**Any Detrimental Cost Implications for Ratepayers from the Council's & any Government  Body’s 
Persistence in Ignoring Their Duties Regarding the Unethical Hosting, Procurement & Power 
Purchase Agreements With Energy Generation Reliant on Unethical Slave Labour Supply Chains. 
**Loss of Productivity & Income Due to Contamination, Increased Fire Risk & Heat Island Impacts 
from Solar/Wind EG Works & BESS. 
**Any Cyber Security Breaches or National Security Threats & Harm Caused. 
**Any Costs Incurred for Ratepayers & Taxpayers by Dealing With the Obvious, Economic Suicide - 
the Financial Consequences for the Future of Making Seriously Retrograde Decisions by Hosting & 
Approving Such Harmful Solar/Wind EG Works, BESS & Associated Unnecessary  
Transmission Infrastructure.  
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